Introduction
Peer to peer network is increasingly becoming a very popular component of the Internet. The environments in which P2P applications are deployed exhibit extreme dynamism in structure and load. In order to deal with the scale and dynamism that characterize P2P systems, a paradigm shift is required that includes self-organization, adaptation and resilience as fundamental properties. Complex adaptive systems (CAS) commonly used to explain the behavior of certain ecological and social systems [1] can be the basis of a new programming paradigm for P2P applications. Cellular automata had been used to model the agents, the messages, and the space in which they move [2] . Displaying the system state graphically at each time step provides an overview of the activity of the agents and messages which make their movement patterns much more readily observable than they might otherwise be. An efficient search algorithm for p2p networks with the help of a two-dimensional Cellular Automata model had been developed in [3] . An abstract algorithm of Thomas Schelling's model was used to improve bandwidth usage in P2P networks [4] . Here we are concerned with the development of an ecosystem-inspired approach to the design of agent systems [5] for searching in unstructured P2P networks.
Schelling's model of segregation is self-maintaining and decentralized in nature [6] . As an example of a complex system, clustering occurs in Schelling's model without any central direction or control. The selforganizing and decentralized clustering makes the model a suitable candidate solution for clustering peers in unstructured P2P networks. In this paper we present a topology evolution algorithm which is based on Schelling's models to execute topology evolution of the overlay network so that peers with similar properties are close to each other.
Experiment model
This section is divided into two parts. In the first part (Section 2.1) we describe the framework chosen to model the P2P environment. In the second part (Section2.2) we describe the ecologically inspired search algorithm. In the third part (Section2.3) we describe the topology evolution algorithm.
Environment description
The model framework involves three concepts: peers, neighbors and search agents. In this paper we use CA to simulate the P2P networks. Each cell of the CA is conceived to be hosting a peer of the P2P network with one distinct resource. For this paper, peers in the cell could move to a neighboring cell in each time step according to a certain satisfaction.
We assume that there are 1024 unique resources; each of them can be represented by a 10-bit binary token as the resource information (RI). All search agents take with also a 10-bit binary token as their searching information (SI) when they move across the environment. Similarity between a RI and a SI is measured by the number of bits that are identical. That is, sim(RI, SI) = d -HD(RI, SI), where HD is the Hamming distance between RI and SI. Zipf's distribution [7] is chosen to distribute each of the 1024 unique resources in the network. These resources are gathered and consumed by the agent to survive. Each peer may be visited by at most one agent at any time. At any time during the evolution of the model, each agent has a distinct location on the environment, characterized by the peer the agent visits, and a distinct field of view (neighborhood), and measured in cell grids. Each agent has perfect knowledge of resource levels within its field of view; an agent has no knowledge or memory of resource levels outside its field of view. All the agents have a fixed time to live. In addition, an agent has a characteristic metabolic rate for the resource it finds and consumes. Any resources found by an agent can be retained as energy without constraint. If an agent's energy diminishes to zero, the agent dies from starvation.
The types of neighborhood peers and search agents maintain both Moore configuration which implies each peer or search agent in the network can communicate with eight neighbors.
Ecologically Inspired Search
The ecologically inspired search is a distributed algorithm in which queries are represented as agents. The agents are created at the peer who issued the query and travel over the P2P network in which peers are arranged in a cellular automata grid, as in the Swarm simulator [8] . At random times, each agent makes a random number of hops along the P2P network.
The search in our P2P network is initiated from the user peer. The user emanates search agents (message packets) to its neighbors, the packets are thereby forwarded to the surroundings. The method of spreading search agents forms the basis of the algorithm.
All search operations are controlled by a set of micro-scale rules. The spatial distribution of resources are searched, the energy associated with the resources are gathered and consumed by the agents to survive.
An agent has two dynamic attributes behavioral attributes:
The Query Rule: A query is initiated by a randomly selected peer who requests for some kinds of resources. To obtain an answer to the request, agents are generated by the peer and flooded in its neighboring peers.
Search Rule: Once the search agents are emanated, they hop from peer to peer in subsequent time steps. Whenever a search agent moves to a peer, it checks whether the peer has earlier been visited or not. If not, then the agent moves to the peer. In this connection, each peer maintains a field named visit (V), a field named resource profile (RP) and a field named new energy (NE). A successful search is reported if the required resource can be found in this peer. A flag will be set to true to indicate a successful search.
Reproduce Rule: Once the current energy level of the search agent exceeds a threshold, the agent will spawn a new one and splitting its current energy in half.
Die Rule: When the agent's age reach the time to live (TTL) value, or the current energy level of the agent falls below zero, the agent will die.
Topology evolution algorithm
The overlay topology we used here consists of a two-dimensional cellular automata grid responsible for maintaining the neighborhood connections between the peers in the P2P network. In this paper we present a topology evolution algorithm which is based on Schelling's models to execute topology evolution of the overlay network. We consider the possibility that a peer satisfies with a low threshold of the number of the similar neighbors. The topology evolution algorithm has two parameters: the total number of peers (Np) and the number of similar neighbors (Nn). A small value of Ns leads to the emergent behavior of a very high percentage of peers having all similar neighbors. In both sets of simulations the satisfaction threshold used is that a peer is satisfied if the total number of its existing neighbors have similar resource information (RI). The parameter Nn has a critical value N threshold , beyond which the simulation do not converge to a state where all the peers are satisfy with their neighbors.
Simulation Result
The experimental results illustrate the efficiency of the algorithms. For comparison, we also simulate experiments with random walk and flooding. We focus on the topology evolution algorithm which can be executed by peers to change the topology to satisfy particular constraints.
The search is initiated by a randomly selected node and the number of resource found each time-step from the commencement of the search is calculated. The value of success rate provides the indication of search efficiency. Figure 1 shows the result of running the time-step experiment for 20 generations (1 generation is 100 time-steps). The time-to-live parameter is set to 12; CA grid size is 100×100. We expect that if an agent employs spawn strategy, the total number of agents would increase, the hops required to complete a search would decrease. When Ecologically Inspired Search and Random Walk are compared, the former requires much fewer hops (about 6 hops) than the latter (about 12 hops). In fact, Random Walk constantly requires a large number of hops. In the mean time, Ecologically Inspired Search requires just a little more hops to gain efficiently search than Flooding.
The topology evolution algorithm has been performed by choosing different number of similar neighbors (Nn) with 1000, 2000 and 5000 nodes. Snapshots of clustering peers with different number of similar neighbors are shown in Figure 2 . When the Nn is 0, the model employs the ecologically inspired search without executing topology evolution algorithm. It can be seen that the bigger Np, the higher the degree for peers clustering (Figure 2) , and the higher the success rate ( Figure 3) . It is apparent that, for all choices of number of similar neighbors, the more the number of peers, the higher the success rate. When there is more peers (Np = 5000) in the network, it is not apparent for the success rate to mount up, but when there is less peers (Np = 1000), the success rate of the case Nn = 3 is much higher than the case Nn = 0, that is the search without executing topology evolution algorithm (Figure 3 ).
Conclusion
In this paper, a search mechanism which derives its inspiration from natural ecosystem is presented. We have given emphasis to the problem of actively changing the topology of the P2P network in order to improve the performance of the search. The experiment demonstrates that this ecologically inspired algorithm is much more efficient search method, and the topology evolution algorithm based on Schelling's model is a suitable candidate solution for clustering peers in unstructured P2P networks.
